TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

HISTORICAL:
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CONDION

FOUND:

Fd Good 2' IP with 2 1/2" Brass cap (T. McCULLOUGH) 6 50
Fd 1/2" Iron Pipe alongside corner monument (Whitmer)
Fd 3.6' Snag S 20' W 28 1/2' no marks (G.L.O)
Fd 7.2' Snag N 35' E 15 1/2' no marks (G.L.O)
Fd 30" Fir Stamp 5 33' W double face, Healed over (Whitmer)
Fd 24" Fir N 12' E 34' double face, Healed over (Whitmer)

13 1/2' to the SW Bt. Tree stumped in about 1972

COMMENTS:


REWITNESS

An ALUM FORM around the IP and B.C. and fill it with CONCRETE. I also placed stones around none "Hat Section" the form.

NEW ACCESSORY:

none

COMMENTS: This corner is located on a steep Southeast Slope ± 80 feet East of a ridgeline. The corner is also located in a Northeast timber cutting corner.
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* = County corner tag affixed.